DIR INFO WAVE CITE CARACAS 6640 (CASTFLOK ACTING)

GYPose

REF A. DIR 14588 (CONT 99702)
B. DIR 22352 (CONT 99543)

1. Clark-1 reports no success obtaining evidence that Betancourt supporting Manolo Ray and doubts moral or other aid being given during last visit Caracas. Ray in close touch with Henry Boulton, wealthy Venezuelan and possibly could obtain material support from Boulton's circle of friends.

2. If any aid being given Cuban exile leader by Vene Govt. Clark-1 believes Arlenio Sanchez Arango is most likely recipient in view friendship with Betancourt Leon Chuecas, Assistant Director General of Ministry Interior recently told Clark-1 that VENE GOVT interested in seeing that Sanchez Arango become a part of any new unified exile group.

3. Clark-1 expects to be able discuss Ray matter with Chuecas next few days. Will advise.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *RED ELICIT INFO ADDITIONAL SOURCES REPORT.
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